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Two ways of feeling, Male and Female 
 
 There are two basic ways of feeling, the Female way and the Male way. 
 The first one is about perceiving pleasant, unpleasant or neutral sensations in one’s 
energy-system, one’s energy-body. In principle all these successive feelings have got nothing 
to do with one another. This moment this feeling seems to be the truth of the moment. A few 
seconds later there is another truth, another feeling. All these feelings influence the 
consciousness of the one who is experiencing them. There is, to whatever extent, 
identification with them. The feelings would be part of the person. Feeling without overview, 
without Seeing, is confusion. It is chaotic. 
 A consequence of this confusion is often that if the feelings are annoying blaming 
starts: to oneself, for the seeming fact that one does or did something wrong so that now these 
difficult feelings are there, or to others who would be the cause of the bad feelings: if they’d 
change something in their behaviour, speech, attitude, feelings or even appearance then one 
would feel better. If the feelings are good there is usually some sense of self-satisfaction: one 
does well and it is one’s own merit, one’s own ‘superiority’ or talent or goodness in whatever 
way that one feels so well, one created it by him- or herself, or other selves created it, friends 
or whoever, selves that are chosen by oneself and in that sense are part of one’s ‘self’. In this 
Female way of feeling one is in fact a slave of one’s environment, not accepting things as they 
come and no matter the illusion that one would create good feelings by oneself. And a whole 
huge world of manipulation (of oneself and others and the environment) is connected with 
getting the right, nice, safe feelings and keeping the nasty ones out. 
 In a way I’d better say that the Female way of feeling is not about feeling but about 
(nicely) flowing, moving in an energetic stream with as few blocks and as little resistance on 
the way as possible. It’s not about distinguishing this feeling from that feeling, not about 
getting Clarity that way. That would rather be Man’s way. It is mainly about feeling nice on 
feeling-energetic level, cosily flowing with the way of least resistance, no matter if it’s in 
unconsciousness or not. ‘Feeling’ or flowing guides Woman in and through life. Feelings are 
a sign, an input, incentive to distinguishing that and how Her life should flow smoother or a 
proof that things are running (relatively) okay. Feeling nice though – in case of successful 
female distinguishing and therefore successfully running life, seemingly controlling life – 
doesn’t mean one wouldn’t be in confusion1. It’s rather that as long as things go smoothly, 
interests are met, one is not bothered by the confusion. And anyway the confusion lies (just a 
bit, but still) below the surface of things flowing well. Just a little Light of Consciousness on 
it reveals it already, even though She’ll defend Her flow of energy in many ways, like denial, 
avoidance, attack and so on. 
 The Male way of Feeling is something different. Although there are similarities – or 
almost sameness what the contents of feeling are concerned – it’s almost something of 

                                                 
1 In the end this confusion has got to do with Woman’s Duality. There are always Two, Two opposing Forces, 

Directions, instead of one as She likes to believe and which would be safe. 
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another world. The perceived sensations are not loose sand, one after another, without any 
connection – and the purpose is not to get as many good feelings as possible (or one endless 
nice flow) and to reduce the amount and intensity of the bad ones. The feelings are Embedded 
in One all-Including Overview and Understanding of Reality. It’s not that everything that 
arises is understood immediately – that is: its function or place or significance can be 
‘located’ in the Whole – but still, every feeling is immediately experienced as part of the 
Whole, as not-self. A feeling is not a reference point for one’s interests being met or not. The 
Force of Consciousness is always Present and Sees-Feels the seemingly separate feelings 
appearing one by one or gradually changing into another one or remaining the same one with 
a different tint or taste. Truth, Reality doesn’t change according to the feeling that is 
appearing or prevailing at the moment. Reality – and the Overview of It – is stable. In this 
mode of Feeling one can bear a lot, if not everything, there is no identification with feelings, 
good or bad. A feeling is not an incentive to whatever behaviour, to change, adjust, improve 
or maintain. There is no slavery of the environment, the environment causing many different 
feelings, but a Surrender into a Deeper Reality Beyond oneself and one’s environment. This 
Surrender into Reality makes one See-Feel as Reality and not any longer – and deludedly – as 
one self. The Male way of Feeling is therefore Feeling as Reality, as the Whole, as the Heart – 
whereas the Female way of feeling is individual – even though different persons can have 
similar feelings in a specific setting. The latter way of feeling is inherently deluding. 
Although feelings themselves can be or are true as they are felt in the moment, the lack of 
Embedment in the Whole, in an Overview, makes them deluding almost immediately after 
their appearance. In fact it’s not the feelings themselves of course that are deluding – they are 
just what they are. What creates the delusion is rather the inherently limited and deluding 
interpretation of them while not Seeing (as) Reality, not being Conscious Part of a Bigger 
Whole2. And this interpretation takes place in the context of the deeper reason for the 
delusion: the preference for and attachment to the nice side of Life, which keeps one unFree. 
Freedom is not at all about feeling good all the time, being in one incessant or even delicious 
flow of energy. But about, on the Deepest Level at least, having no preference for feeling 
good or bad, taking all as it comes without reacting, maturely responding instead. 
 It’s important to See that the described Male Mode supersedes the normal duality of 
Male-Female as shown to a certain extent in the difference of experiencing in male and 
female bodies. In the Duality and in extreme cases – but it can clarify things to put it like this 
– it can be said that Woman feels, feels and feels without any overview and Man has only 
overview without actually feeling the different contents, feelings. He is looking at reality, life, 
while Woman is living it and is lost in it, even though She tries to make herself and everyone 

                                                 
2  Parts are never True, whether these parts are feelings or other parts of the Whole if and as long as they are 

taken and meditated separately from the Whole. Only Embedded in the Whole they are True, Already. 
Otherwise one is deluded ‘by them’. Feeling a feeling apart of Context, devoid of Understanding, makes one 
react to it: there will be an inclination or attachment to ‘repeat’ the feeling in case of a pleasurable feeling or 
an unFree preference to avoid it in the future in case of a difficult uncomfortable feeling. Only the Context, 
the Whole (or: Man) can Show that feelings Need to Be Felt anyway no matter if they are (very) unpleasant. 
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believe that She Knows, Understands, is doing well. Woman is lost in feeling (life) while Man 
is deprived of feeling. 
 In such an oversimplification and if one is lost in Duality one might easily assume that 
Man doesn’t feel (so much, if at all). Indeed, generally speaking, many Man-forms feel less of 
the various distinguishable contents that there are to be felt. By nature they tend more to the 
overview way of ‘Feeling’, experiencing. In extremity – and just slightly unrealistic – they 
cannot know reality at all like this, there would be only his seeing-force, the potential to 
Know Reality, no content, no actual feelings that must ‘fill in’, ‘colour’, manifest the 
Potential. 
 In general one can say that in the earthly duality and no matter how strange it sounds – 
as they seem very similar and in the End they, Feeling and Consciousness, even Are the Same 
– more (attention to) feeling goes at the expense of consciousness and more (attention to) 
consciousness goes at the expense of feeling. Woman’s way separates from Man and Man’s 
way separates from Woman. In Woman’s world, in feeling a lot, surely if overwhelming, 
overtaking you, the Overview gets easily and usually lost. In holding on to the overview and 
out of fear of getting lost in the world of drama, of Woman, ‘feeling’ is ‘forgotten’, a lifeless 
overview is left, probably not true even for it lost connection with life, with feeling. 
 Still, this male extremity in the Duality of the Male and Female way of experiencing 
reality is not at all what I meant and described before in this article. What makes Man Man is 
Being-Seeing-Living the Whole or: Both Sides of the Duality of Existence and not just one 
Side, here: not just the Overview Side. Man in His Essence is Always Already One Beyond 
the Two, Beyond Male and Female – whereas Woman Represents the Split into Two. So it 
can even be said that if men do not feel the contents of reality they live one side of the split of 
Woman’s World (of Duality), even though the male side. Man(’s Presence) is not There. 
 Man as the Whole, Representing the One, doesn’t exclude anything of this world. He 
Feels the contents, all the feelings there are to Feel here on earth while not being disturbed, 
distracted by any of them, but firmly being Embedded in and as Consciousness, in and as the 
Overview in which all feelings, experiences arise and which, if allowed, make Him more and 
more Humble, Human, Compassionate, Loving on earth. He is Willing to Feel everything, 
low and high, Dark and Light, on all Levels, in all Spheres of Existence. He is inseducible by 
nice feelings, not distracted by bad feelings, no matter how lousy they are, no matter that they 
can be so strong that they completely deaden him, his body at least, and almost kill him – not 
an unrealistic description. He Knows He Is Truth, Having no fixed form. Not any specific 
feelings – no bliss, no happiness or peace or even feelings of oneness – are His. He loses 
everything again and again and He keeps on Feeling. He Feels Himself a way into the earth, 
one could say. He Feels-Pierces His Consciousness into the earth’s Unconsciousness. His 
Feeling-Sense is Always Aware of the resistance to This, Always Aware of the Inherent 
Painfulness of What He Is Doing, ‘Hearting’ this Earth with His Pure Love, this Love that is 
not afraid of the Dirtiest Dark. He Always Feels, as His Heart, as His Body, the Fight of 
Duality on Earth, Two Sides, the Fight without a winner. He Feels what women feel when 
feeling becomes too much and anyway and their pain of being lost in and identified with these 
feelings – of which hidden jealousy and competition play a big role, much bigger than usually 
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assumed and acknowledged. He Feels how women paradoxically feel as part of 
Unconsciousness, or better said, how they use ‘feeling’ as strategy to not be(come) 
Conscious, assuming that would be too much for Ego to bear, assuming Reality is not as they 
want reality to be. He doesn’t just See all of this, He Feels it actually in His Body. He Feels 
what men ‘feel’ when they don’t feel so much any more, secretly or overtly crushed as they 
are from the Powerful Female Force on earth that they cannot deal with (yet), ‘hiding’ in 
consciousness more or less separate from life. 
 He has no Goal, no Mission, Only a Direction. He Is the Whole, the Heart, Heart That 
Becomes Body. He Feels what never has been Felt before, not Consciously at least, not as 
Conscious Part of the Whole. He doesn’t choose – which feelings should be allowed and 
which not. He has no strategies. No secret agenda, no interests. He Feels all there is to Feel. 
Unlike Woman, who chooses to feel the nice feelings and to discard and exclude from her life 
the nasty ones. 
 Woman, in Case She Surrenders to Man, to His Wholeness, His Heart – this Surrender 
Being Her Deepest Longing and Truth – starts to Feel as Man. The Conscious Force Pervades 
Her and the identification with separate feelings becomes less or disappears. Needless to say 
maybe, we’re not talking here about Surrendering to a man – which is not possible anyway – 
but to the Conscious Force3 in Man not separate from Woman. In the latter case, if His 
Consciousness would be more or less separate from Woman, strictly speaking there’d be no 
Man in this Separation, Man Being Non-Separation on the Deepest Level, and there’d be no 
One to Surrender into. Surrender is Only Possible into the Whole.  
 Woman’s Surrender is, by Divine Nature, not Possible if Man doesn’t Actually Live 
His Man-ness, His Wholeness4, in the first and for Woman important and crucial place 
practically meaning that Man Feels everything that Woman feels – generally speaking, not 
regarding every little detail. He Knows ‘where’ She is. He’s not Separate from Her State at 
all, even though He can have a different feeling at the same time, not being separate from the 
Whole of things happening, not being fixated on what happens in one particular Woman-
form. 
 It’s like a Quantum-Leap when Woman Surrenders Her inherently limited and 
personal way of (in itself seemingly not untrue) feeling into Man’s Overall and Impersonal 
Feeling, into this Free Mode of Feeling, Including everything, not having to choose any more 
for certain feelings while defending against others. 
 It is tempting to believe that because woman carries or lives both the Female and Male 
Force (and Way of feeling) in and as Her body – just like man in and as his body – for 
Be(com)ing Whole it would be sufficient to let the Female side Surrender to the Male side in 
one same Body. Unfortunately for Ego it doesn’t work that way. If Woman goes more into 

                                                 
3  And this Conscious Force is not the same as man’s from feeling separate consciousness that is mentioned 

before. 
4  Actually Living this Wholeness on earth can take on quite different forms from what Ego has in mind, 

projecting on Wholeness only the ‘goodies’, some Divine Pure Harmonious State of Light and Love and 
Peace, while forgetting the Holy Dirt also being part of the Whole 
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Her ‘own’ male side She goes away from Her Womanhood and She won’t Know Man either. 
In Surrender to the Male Force in a male Body it is not like that. 
 
 Ultimately, one cannot strategically develop the Male Way of Feeling. As in any overt 
or covert strategy, Ego will always stay in between. The Male Way of Feeling is Egoless, 
Choiceless. If Woman is Truly Wholly Fed Up with Her Separation from Man She will Find 
Him (on earth) and Surrender Happens – whether in leaps or at once. The Love for and as the 
Whole – with nothing in it for you – cannot be made or developed.   

 If It is (suddenly) So, It is So. If It disappears again It disappears. 


